
PM5556x Device Log exporter tool verification report. 

Date: 13-10-2017 

 

Scope:   

To test and verify the device log exporter tool with different PM556x meter. 

 

EUT details:  

1.Server (PC with Windows7 or 10 OS (32Bit or 64Bit)) 

2.PM5560 v2.4.2 

3.PM5563 v2.4.2 

4.PM5560 v2.3.0 

 

Test condition: 

1. Copy the downloaded DeviceLogExporter file in local drive. 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Run the DeviceLogExporter.exe file, the command window will open and display as “Listening 

443…..”. Please make sure the HTTP (443) port should not be used by any other tool.  

 
3. Find the IP address of the server PC. 

 
 

4. Open the meter webpage and navigate to device log export page in settings. 

5. Enable the device log export and configure the schedule as required. 

6. Enter the server IP address of system IP address and server TCP port as 443 in HTTP parameter 

settings. 

7. Proxy server IP and port and PATH can be leave as blank  

8. Field Name can be configured as required for log file name.  

9. Host Name, User Name and Password can be leave as blank. 



 

10. Save the changes and click on Test HTTP, the web page will display as “HTTP test successful”. 

 

11. Click on Manual Export, the webpage will display as “Immediate Data Export Triggered” and a 

folder will be created as “DeviceLogs” in the same path and log file will be stored in the name of 

Field Name in .csv format. 

12. The DeviceLogExporter.exe should be run continuously and the logs will be export and stored 

based on the scheduled time frequency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Results: 

1.logs are exported and stored in the path. 

 

2. Scheduled in same time frequency for multiple meters. 

 

3.sample log files. 

meter4_v2.3.0-201710

12140012.csv

meter3_v2.4.2-201710

12140012.csv

meter2_v2.4.2-201710

12140013.csv  

 

Conclusion:  

The Device log exporter tool is exporting the logs from the meter and saved in the server path for 

PM556x meters. 

 


